Dear Colleagues,

The start of the DGI/EFI 2017 Joint Conference is now only 4 weeks away. Together with the EFI Scientific Committee and under the motto 'Translational Immunogenetics' we did our best to prepare an exciting scientific programme covering the latest developments in the field of Immunogenetics.

Seventy-two premium quality abstracts, which received the highest scores in the evaluation process, will be presented during the eight Oral Abstract Sessions and during the Best Abstracts Session on Friday. So, please stay until Friday with us. To draw attention to an additional 24 highly scored submissions, we introduced four Mini Oral Sessions. However, also among the contributions accepted as posters you will find excellent science which we regretfully could not consider for the Oral Abstract Sessions due to space limitations.

Great experts accepted our invitation to speak in our Plenary, Meet the Experts and Teaching Sessions, and I am sure you will enjoy the Hot Debates between Frans Claas and Stefan Schaub on MFI and between Steven Marsh and Joannis Mytilineos on NGS. We will close the Conference with a Special Lecture on the Cure of HCV given by 'the' HCV expert Ralf Bartenschlager.

Please do not forget to check the social programme under www.efi2017.org/scientific-program/social-events/. Unfortunately, the tickets for the Gala Dinner are already sold out. However, I am sure using your complimentary VRN Ticket you will enjoy our region anyway; the public transport is free with it in the whole Rhein-Neckar Region.

As you see, we are excited already now and cannot await welcoming you all in Mannheim and Heidelberg.

Yours,

Caner Süsal

Register now!

The Joint Meeting of the 31st European Immunogenetics and Histocompatibility Conference and 25th Annual Meeting of the German Society for Immunogenetics is the best place to meet experts from all around the world and discuss the latest developments in the field of Immunogenetics.

Online Registration

CE Credits for ASHI members

American Board of Histocompatibility and Immunogenetics 21.5 contact hours or 3.225 CEC has been approved for participation in the conference by the ABHI.

The State Medical Association Baden-Württemberg approves the visit of the conference as follows:
30 May 2017 6 CME Credits (Kat. B)
31 May 2017 6 CME Credits (Kat. B)
01 June 2017 6 CME Credits (Kat. B)
02 June 2017 6 CME Credits (Kat. B)

Stay connected!
Please check the updated scientific programme.

www.efi2017.org